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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0126059A2] 1. A rolling mill stand (1) for use in a rolling mill train for rolling rod stock, particularly of high-alloy steels or superalloys,
comprising a pinion drive (2) and a replaceable roll housing (7), wherein the pair of rolls (9) mounted in the roll housing (7) are adapted to be
coupled to the pinion drive (2) by means of couplings (13), which consist of members (13', 13") which are adapted to be pulled apart, characterized
in that the pinion drive (2) has associated with it a roll housing (7) provided with rolls (9) having a barrel diameter and neck diameters selected for
a certain cross-sectional range of the rod stock to be rolled and at least one additional, other roll housing (7') comprising rolls (9') which have barrel
and neck diameters selected for a smaller cross-sectional range of the rod stock to be rolled, and said other roll housing is adapted to be connected
to the pinion drive (2) instead of the first-mentioned roll housing (7) by means of an intermediate drive (14), which is adapted to the changed roll
dimensions, in such a manner that the center line of the rolling path remains the same and said intermediate drive (14) carries at its inlet end a
coupling member (13"'), which is adapted to be connected to one of the output shafts (3) of the pinion drive (2) and cooperates with that member
(13') which is mounted on said output shaft (3) and belongs to the coupling for connection to the roll housing, and couplings (17) consisting of
members (17', 17") which can be pulled apart are provided also for operatively connecting the intermediate drive (14) and the additional roll housing
(7').
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